
 NURSERY HOME LEARNING   

w/c 7th December 

Monday This week we are revising all of the sounds we have 
learned this term.  I have two suggestions for you today, 
depending on how confident your child is with their sounds.  
If they are very confident, play ‘Santa’s sack’.  Place a 
number of objects (or pictures of objects) into a bag.  Make 
sure they begin with one of the sounds we have learned so 
far (s a t n i p c k e).  Ask your child to put in their hand and 
pull out one at a time.  Get them to tell you clearly what the 
object is – can they hear the initial sound?  If they can tell 
you the sound, encourage them to match the sound to the 
correct letter (use magnetic letters or letter cards).  If your 
child is not so confident, choose 2 of the sounds we have 
learned and look at them together.  Look around the house 
for objects that begin with those sounds.  Practise writing or 
painting them, or make giant letters to collage!   
 

Tuesday This week at Nursery we are learning the story of The 
Nativity.  Do you have a book at home that tells the 
Christmas story?  Read it together today.  Talk to your child 
about the fact that Christians believe that the story is true, 
and that at Christmas Christians are celebrating the birth of 
Jesus.  If you don’t have a book that tells the story, see if 
you can find a good version online.  Here is one example 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FrTFAZPQxpE 
Once you have read the story, and spoken about it, perhaps 
you could draw, paint or collage a picture together to 
represent part of the story. 
 

Wednesday Today I would like you to do some counting practice.  
Perhaps you could use something Christmassey – baubles 
or other decorations would be perfect.  Put some baubles 
(up to 5) in a bowl, and ask your child how many there are.  
They may say that they can’t, or they may find it tricky 
because they can’t see all of the baubles clearly, or they 
move around as they count.  Talk to your child about how 
you could make it easier to count them.  Suggest lining 
them up on the table, or moving them out of the bowl as you 
count them.  Find a good way to count them together, 
remembering to emphasise to your child that they need to 
say one number for each object as you count.  If they are 
confident with this, perhaps try some larger numbers. 

Thursday On Tuesday, we spoke about the Nativity story.  How much 
can your child remember of the story today?  See if they 
can tell the story to you.  Perhaps they might like you to 
video them telling it, and then you could pop it onto 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FrTFAZPQxpE


Tapestry for me, or you could send it to a grandparent 
perhaps?  I will put some pictures from the story on 
Tapestry for you today – if you would like to, you can print 
them off and make your own little book, sticking the pictures 
in the right order. 

Friday Today I would like you to make a Christmas picture, and 
practise your shape recognition.  Cut out three triangles of 
different sizes – ask your child which triangle is the 
biggest…can they place the biggest at the bottom, and the 
smallest at the top, to make the shape of a Christmas tree?  
Stick your triangles down, and then get decorating!  Cut out 
different shapes together to decorate your tree – circular 
baubles, square presents, stars……anything you can think 
of.  Talk about the shapes you are using – name them, and 
count the sides and corners.  Take a photo of your fabulous 
creation for me and put it on Tapestry, and then display 
your picture proudly on the wall! 

 

  



   

 
 

 
  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


